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Abstract— One of the most popular disruptive trend of 2000s in IT, Social computing & media has 
influenced every as pects of non-business usage of computers and internet and this paper analyzes how it 
could impact the business aspects of Enterprise Software Application market from the pers pective of the 
4P elements of marketing mix namely – Product, Placement, Pricing and Promotion. The paper 
systematically approaches the subject by starting with understanding how these 4 elements of marketing 
mix would apply to the Enterprise Applications industry, how the apps market of the B2C industry 
embraced social media and enhanced the reach and business, exclusive characteristics of the B2B/ 
Enterprise apps  market as compared to the B2C and thus finally analyzing in detail on what could be the 
impact social media have on the B2B apps market and on i ts marketing mix.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Social Computing techniques, tools, practices and 
means have evolved in the 2000s so much that 
‘internet’ bas become more of a back-end, 
technology is almost invisible, emails are treated 
more like snail-mail and it’s only th is ‘virtual’ 
world that enables instant communicat ion. 
It’s this ‘instant-ness’ communication of social 
computing in  the many-to-many channel have 
opened up completely a new paradigm of products’ 
making and marketing. In this paper, we would like 
to focus on how the B2B or Enterprise Software 
Applications Market would adopt to this new trend 
of communication enabled with Social computing 
means. 
Also, the advent of social computing has high 
potent of enabling and impacting the 4Ps of 
Marketing namely Product, Placement, Pricing and 
Promotion relevant to the Enterprise Software 
Application products with totally new approaches 
and implementation techniques. In the following 
paragraphs, we would exp lore and predict this 
impact. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
The research methodologies adopted are based on 
three concepts: 
1.  How the very concept of 4Ps of Marketing  
Mix, introduced by EJ McCarthy as early as 
in 1960s, would apply  to the tradit ional 
Enterprise/ B2B Software market 
2.  How the Software products for B2C Market  
embraced the Social media in the last few 
years. 
3.  Characteristics of the Enterprise/ B2B 
Software Applicat ion products & market in  
the pre-Social computing era. 
Based on the above, we have predicted and 
projected how the B2B or Enterprise Software 
Application Market  would be impacted by the 
derivatives of Social computing.  
A. 4Ps of Marketing Mixas would apply to B2B/ 
EnterpriseApplication Products 
Irrespective of which industry the product or 
service belongs to, the below mentioned 4P 
elements form a key bases in which the Make-to-
Sell cycle would apply including that for Enterprise 
Software Applications. 
Product/ Service is to do with p lanning, designing 
and building the features and functionalities of the 
product/ service; it would also include the 
aesthetic/ look and feel/ usability features as well 
as performance and hygiene features that may not 
be explicit ly asked by the market. 
Placement is to do with how the products and 
services are made available to the customers – 
physically or virtually. This would therefore 
include the deployment mechanis ms and the 
imperatives of sales decisions connected to captive 
sales organizations versus partners/ channels or 
both. 
Pricing of the products/ services would include 
analysis of the target market, competitive pract ices, 
product positioning planned and based on all these, 
the choice of appropriate pricing models and price 
lists. 
Promotion would include p lans and techniques 
employed in promoting the product to ensure 
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favorable buying-decision making in the minds of 
the customers; it  would  include the market ing 
means, media, messaging and launch strategy/ 
execution. 
The B2B or Enterprise Software Applications have 
the legacy of adopting product development life-
cycles that are relat ively long and the technology 
used is typically expected to be robust and stable. 
Traditionally it involved substantial financial 
investment from the customers’ side to buy and 
implement and hence software makers invest too 
significant effort to manage 4 elements of the 
market ing mix.  
B. Social Media and its impact on the 4Ps of 
Software Applications for the B2C Market 
The last few years have seen quick adoption of 
Social media applications (popularly called as 
Apps) in the online retail market, more so in third  
world countries like India, since the smartphones 
have made it to most of its citizens that did not 
have access to telephones a couples of decades 
back. Social media has played a key role in the 
proliferation of the usage of these apps. But this is 
on the consumers’ side. The focus in  this paper is 
more on the influence of the Social computing on 
the software apps’ making process that’s discussed 
below. 
In terms of the Product making, social computing 
has enabled direct communication channel between 
the end users of the Apps and the software 
development vendor. Features like ‘user reviews’ 
have enabled quick, immediate, direct  feedback in  
volumes on the usability and features of these apps 
and this has facilitated quick addressing of 
enhancement requests as well as issues and bugs in 
the software. Since the users in B2C environment 
are in 1000s in numbers, there is no dearth of such 
feedback and possibly the entire ‘requirement 
management’ process happens at a very less cost if 
not none. 
In terms of Placement, the distribution and 
deployment of most of these apps happen mostly 
through social media apps. Since most of the B2C 
vendors enable these apps from the hand held/ 
mobile devices like s martphones, it’s all the more 
become a natural media to ‘place’ and make these 
apps available through social media that are 
accessed by end users through their mobile devices. 
Pricing of these apps is typically and mostly made 
free o f cost at the hand of users by the wholesalers. 
However, the actual price charged by the software 
makers to the retailers depends on the usage of 
these apps if software development isn’t done in-
house by the wholesalers. 
Promotion of these apps is almost related to 
placement and typically they are targeted to be 
happening at one go and that’s an impossible 
objective to have been achieved without the advent 
of Social media. Popular social media apps 
typically target to promote the apps based on the 
users’ behavioral characteristics available based on 
their browsing history and demographic details.  
C. Charetceristics of the Enterprise/ 
B2BSoftware Application products & market 
before the entry of Social Media  
Enterprise or B2B Software applications are very  
different from their counterparts that cater to the 
B2C market in every phase of both the 
development and usage life-cycles. From the 
software makers’ perspective, they involve long 
lead-time t ime in terms of time taken to go-to-
market and in turn associated investments required 
to build and market. 
‘Requirement Management’ phase of the Product 
would involve understanding the consumer 
industry and competitive landscape. Unlike B2C 
industry, the numbers of users are limited since it 
involves only business users and hence 
opportunities to collect user requirements in the 
traditional product development cycle are a lot 
limited.  
Similarly product testing is again an important 
phase to identify  and fix bugs in the software;  the 
effectiveness of this phase is directly related to the 
number of people that are assigned to test the 
product, which is a captive function. The ratio of 
testers to developers of the product is always less 
than 1 and is typically less than 0.5. Hence quality 
of the product is expected to stabilize only over a 
period of time and product releases are expected to 
have some quantity of residual bugs in the 
software. 
Placement of the enterprise apps  is done through 
traditional channels like partner/ resellers and 
captive sales organizations; distribution 
mechanis ms like CDs/ online download are 
popularly used for deployment.  As enterprise 
software buying decisions always involve capital 
expenditure approval process in the buyers’ side, 
buying decisions are taken after lots of analysis and 
comparisons of vendors’ offerings.  
Pricing of Enterprise Apps typically is market  
driven. They necessarily involve separate pricing 
for product support maintenance that attracts 
annuity type of pricing and the product licenses are 
typically charged one-time. 
Promotion of Enterprise Apps is done through 
various traditional channels and captive market ing 
function. Once the product is sold to a customer, 
subsequent editions/ versions of the software are 
sold through direct marketing by the vendor to the 
customer. Due to the huge investment involved 
while purchasing and the subsequent 
implementation phase to follow, it ’s also not easy 
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for the customer to switch to another product that 
frequently. 
D. Social media’s potential impact on the 4Ps of 
Enterprise Software Applications market  
Based on the above discussions, lets now dwell in  
to how Social media could impact the various 
aspects the 4Ps of Enterprise Software applicat ions 
market in the fo llowing paragraphs 
1) Product 
As the product’s life -cycle shrink, its but natural 
that the software development methodology also 
adapt to this change and is evolving to produce 
multip le, quick releases of product upgrades as 
compared to the tradit ional longer cycles. Social 
computing and its derivatives have actually 
stepped-in to supplement this newer, ag ile software 
development methodology.  
Many organizations nowadays encourage 
employees to actively use captive social media 
platforms that have been implemented to promote 
collaborative culture within the organization. 
‘Requirement management’ phase of product 
development could take a big  advantage of these 
internal social p latforms; also, employees could 
provide input on new requirements for the product 
roadmap as well as give feedback on the features 
planned. Organizations could encourage this 
culture by actually  coming  up with reward  
mechanis ms. Without social platforms and the 
changed organizational culture, this opportunity of 
receiving volumes of responsible input/ feedback 
on requirements would have been impossible.  
Using the internal social platforms, employees 
could be also participating in product testing 
exercises, which were confined to a small group of 
testers in the tradit ional phase. Obvious benefits 
would be available to the product, with 100s of 
employees able to take part in the product testing 
exercise, even for few hours every week. As we 
said earlier, product quality in the software world  
continues to be a function of tes ting hours and 
effort put and hence social media could effectively  
prove its use in augmenting quality o f the product 
releases. 
We must acknowledge the fact that this practice of 
enabling input/ feedback on the product from the 
employees, actually, has been practiced by 
Manufacturing companies as early as in the 1990s 
itself as part of Quality Circles and TQM programs.  
2) Placement 
Enterprise Applications, as discussed earlier are 
challenged differently when it comes to making 
them available for sale to a customer for the first 
time and when selling upgrades. While they go 
through normal purchasing cycle by the customers 
when evaluated for purchase the first time, once 
bought customers are stuck to the products for 
substantial time. However vendors prefer that the 
ongoing releases and upgrades are installed soon 
and customers tend to defer going in  for upgrades 
due to the effort and cost involved in migrat ions.  
Social media p lay an important ro le here in help ing 
customers make quick decisions on upgrades. 
Companies could facilitate user group discussions 
within  the customers that could pave way for 
spreading word on not only upgrades but even in 
enhancing sales by letting the customer go in  for 
additional licenses. In the traditional ‘placement’ 
cycle instantaneous and ready communicat ions 
within the user groups wasn’t that easy as 
compared to what the social media has enabled 
them. Having said the positive impact, the vice-
versa is true too, in terms of the risks of bad words 
on the product spreading too. 
3) Pricing 
Traditional pricing  models for Enterprise 
applications discussed in the earlier sections are 
already witnessing a big change with the advent of 
social computing technologies, letting the usage 
based pricing to come in a b ig way. As technology 
enables the usage be metered and measured, pricing 
models have started adopting newer pricing  models 
that are aligned to various business  metrics of the 
customers and thus helping the customers justify 
the investments in buying the software products 
and returns thereon.  
Usage based pricing has enabled the customer with 
smoothen distribution of spend and the software 
vendor with regular and recurring b illing. Having 
not made b ig, one-time spend in license purchases 
of the software product, switching to another 
software has become an easy option available to 
the customer and this has ensured increased quality 
and service levels from the vendor apart from 
having to adhere to competitive prices. 
Among the 4Ps, it’s the pricing element that would 
eventually change the power equation between the 
software maker and customer completely, thanks to 
Social technology. 
4) Promotion 
Promotion of new releases and upgrades as well as 
user experiences of the enterprise application is 
very effectively done through the enhanced reach 
of the market ing messaging made possible through 
social media. Every  organization today has its 
presence in popular social media p latforms and 
encourages interested members to register and thus 
develop a community – in many cases multiple 
communit ies. Effectively, the idea is to increase 
promotion and in that way social computing has 
become the most cost effective way to promote the 
products that the traditional channels could never 
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match the economics or associated efficiency 
involved. 
The added benefit in social media enabled 
promotion is the facility of getting instant feedback 
to know if the promotion effort has paid and thus 
measurement of the cost involved is made possible. 
It thus paves way to analyze, compare, adopt or 
enhance mult iple promotion techniques, compare 
their relative pluses and choose the right ones.    
III. CONCLUS ION 
Social computing has changed the landscape for 
both software makers and consumers 
tremendously. With Social media part of the game, 
in the software applications market, trad itional 
opportunities and pluses have become new 
business risks and traditional challenges have 
suddenly been provided with mult iple solutions; 
although the Enterprise Software market had its 
initial resistance to opening itself up to embrace the 
Social computing tools as compared to the B2C 
market, we could clearly p redict the penetration of 
Social media in to influencing all the 4 elements of 
market ing mix and thus altering the market  
dynamics completely. In the end, we could forecast 
that the end user would be the beneficiary of them 
all. 
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